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Expect the unexpected
KEVIN SLEVIN highlights some 
practical points on entrepreneurs’ 
relief.

Nothing in tax is simple and capital gains tax 
entrepreneurs’ relief is a perfect example of that. In this 
article, I will outline some important areas of that relief 

that may not always seem apparent. 

Part of a business
It is well known that for a sole trader to benefit from 
entrepreneurs’ relief on his business assets he must show that 
he has disposed of all or part of his business. To decide what 
is meant by “part of a business”, it is necessary to consider the 
retirement relief cases which focused on the identical issue 
arising from similarly worded legislation, for example McGregor v 
Adcock [1977] STC 206.

The matter was fully explored by the First-tier Tribunal in  
M Gilbert trading as United Foods (TC1542). It held that  
Mr Gilbert had disposed of part of his business and that 
the capital gain arising could be charged at the 10% rate. 
Interestingly, the tribunal looked at the issue, in part at least, 
from the standpoint of the purchaser. 

Although the decision did not establish a precedent, it is 
worth bearing in mind when considering the position of a 
gain arising on the disposal of a building that is one of several 
properties let by the taxpayer under the furnished holiday letting 
regime. The activity of letting property within ITTOIA 2015, 
Pt 3 Ch 6 is deemed by TCGA 1992, s 241(3A) to be trade for 
the purposes of entrepreneurs’ relief but no special treatment is 
prescribed.

A taxpayer with, say, four UK properties all let within the 
furnished holiday letting regime and who disposes of one of 
them may have difficulty establishing that his disposal comprises 
“part” of his deemed trade.

The Gilbert decision shows that it is important to look at the 
use to which the purchaser put the property. If the purchaser can 
be shown to have let out the property immediately, the vendor 

will be in a stronger position to assert that he has disposed of 
part of his deemed letting business. This will be especially so if 
the purchaser’s letting is short term in nature (irrespective of 
whether it qualifies as a furnished holiday letting).

Advisers with clients who have a furnished holiday letting 
business should alert them to the danger of entrepreneurs’ 
relief being excluded from TCGA 1992, s 241 and result in a 
capital gains tax charge of 28%. It is difficult not to be left with 
the suspicion that Treasury officials are increasingly taking the 
view that entrepreneurs’ relief should be confined to those who 
undertake entrepreneurial activities – particularly those that are 
not asset based. Only time will tell.

Isolated land sales
The second point also relates to the part of a business 
requirement.

Landowners often realise substantial gains on the disposal 
of small areas of land in such a way that the 10% entrepreneurs’ 
relief applies, despite the constraints in the McGregor v Adcock 
retirement relief case. Practitioners advising such clients should 
consider whether the legislation will continue as it stands for 
much longer. Now may be the time to act. 

Some readers will shiver as they recall the phrase “current 
use value” in the context of development land tax (DLT) and 
its forerunner, development gains tax. Should a Treasury 
official decide to dust off the old DLT legislation to exclude 
from entrepreneurs’ relief gains attributable to the granting 
of planning consent, we might find that the exclusion of gains 
deemed to arise on particular goodwill disposals (where a 
business is transferred to a connected company) is the first rung 
on the ladder to barring further gains. 

Would it be surprising if the Treasury sought to amend the 
legislation so that entrepreneurs’ relief would not be available on 
gains arising on the disposal of land or buildings attributable to 
the granting of planning consent or the existence of hope value? 
Broadly, DLT was chargeable if the disposal consideration of 
land exceeded 110% of its current use value. Current use value 

KEY POINTS

�� Furnished holidays lettings – disposing of part of a 
business.
�� Planning consent and hope value.
�� Disposal of trust assets owned by the trustees.
�� Structuring the sale of assets owned jointly by spouses.
�� Selling the shares of a departing director.
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could be used as the starting point to restrict the gains attracting 
entrepreneurs’ relief. 

It would be hoped that, if such a change in the regime occurred, 
transitional measures would be introduced to cover situations 
in which option agreements and conditional contracts already 
existed. But now might be the best time to review the options open 
to any client, especially farmers. Of course, this is just conjecture 
and the status quo may prevail for many years yet. 

Trust gains
My third point relates to trust gains. It is well understood that that 
the relief for them is limited to situations in which there are one or 
more qualifying beneficiaries and gains arise on either:

�� a disposal of shares in a trading company (or the holding 
company of a trading group) should the beneficiary with 
an interest in possession in those shares be an employee or 
director of the company throughout the minimum one-
year period and if the company can also be shown to be the 
beneficiary’s “personal company”; or
�� a disposal of one or more assets that have been used for the 

purposes of a business carried on by a beneficiary possessing 
an interest in possession in relation to the assets in question 
(whether he operates the business as a sole trader or in 
partnership) and he ceases to carry on the business on the 
disposal of the trust asset or not earlier than three years 
before the disposal of the trust asset.

It is often overlooked that entrepreneurs’ relief is not available 
on a gain arising on an asset owned by the trustees and used in a 
trade carried on by them. This is the case even if the beneficiary 
works as an employee in the trade conducted by the trustees. 
Further, entrepreneurs’ relief cannot apply to a gain on an asset 
owned by the trustees but provided for use in a company that 
can be said to be the beneficiary’s personal company. This is the 
case even if the beneficiary works full-time in the company and 
he satisfies the personal company test.

Spouses: joint ownership
Sometimes practitioners discover just before a client is about to 
dispose of a business with a view to retirement that, although 

both spouses own the trading premises, the business is owned 
and operated by just one of them. Although making such a 
discovery so late may be better than doing so afterwards, the 
question is how to improve the situation? 

The “simple” answer is often more complicated than appears 
at first sight. The example of Mary and Tom (on page 16) 
demonstrates the position if matters are left as they stand.

Employees ceasing too early
A shareholder director or shareholder employee who wishes 
to enjoy entrepreneurs’ relief on a gain arising on a disposal 
of his shares must be an employee or director of the company 
throughout the 12 months ending with the disposal of the 
shares, as well as be able to show that the company was his 
“personal company” during the same period. Only if the 
employer company has lost its status as a trading company 
(without it becoming a member of a trading group) may it be 
possible to claim entrepreneurs’ relief on a disposal in a situation 
where the employee of officer is no longer in place immediately 
before the share disposal. Two tribunal cases that highlight 
the importance of this issue are Susan Corbett (TC3435) and 
Richard Hirst (TC4038).

Sometimes, often by mutual agreement, the parties agree 
that a shareholder will cease to be an officer or employee well in 
advance of a share sale. One such case is where the parties to a 
divorce own shares in the family business and one spouse insists 
that the other resigns as a director and ceases to work in it. This 
would trigger a substantial capital gain if the company were 
sold because only the spouse who continues as a director of the 
company will be able to claim entrepreneurs’ relief. 

The same problem arises when, rather than a third-party 
sale, there is a disposal of shares by one spouse to the other. If 
the company no longer employs the outgoing spouse and the 
disposal takes place after the first 5 April following the couple’s 
date of permanent separation, entrepreneurs’ relief will not be 
due.

The same issue can arise when directors fall out. It is not 
uncommon for a director to be forced to quit the company in 
the case of a commercial dispute on the understanding that 
the parties will each retain their respective shareholdings and 
only later negotiate the terms of a share purchase agreement. 
Such negotiations may become fractious and take longer than 
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anticipated. Even though the outgoing party may have worked 
in the company for many years and may have held his equity 
stake for a similar period, he may lose his opportunity to claim 
entrepreneurs’ relief as a result of having ceased to be a director 
before the date of disposal. 

Sometimes a solution is relatively straightforward. It may be 
possible to reach a binding agreement on the date the outgoing 
party ceases to be a director under which he agrees to sell his 
shares to the continuing parties (or to their nominees) at a price 
to be negotiated by the company’s auditor. Properly drafted, 
in particular with the contract not being structured with any 
conditions precedent, it may be possible to fix the disposal date 
on (or before) the directorship ceases leaving open the sale price 
negotiations. 

A more simple solution might be for the outgoing party to 
cease to be a director but to continue as a part-time employee 
working from home. 

A genuine contract of employment under which real work is 
undertaken in consideration for proper payment under PAYE 
should serve to protect the outgoing shareholder’s entitlement to 
entrepreneurs’ relief. 

Company purchase of own shares
When a company purchases its own shares and the capital 
treatment has been agreed in advance with HMRC there should 
be no problems in claiming entrepreneurs’ relief on the capital 
gain arising to the outside shareholder. 

Difficulties can arise, though. For example, Companies Act 
2006, s 691 states that a limited company may not purchase 
its own shares unless they are fully paid and requires that the 
consideration for the this must be paid in full on purchase. 

Sara Cohen’s article “Multiple attraction”, Taxation,  
13 October 2011, page 14 focused on the increasing use of 
contracts under which a company agrees to buy back shares 
from the vendor shareholder under a single contract containing 
a schedule of multiple completion dates. Although HMRC 
officials recognise that the payment by instalments is prohibited, 
they seemingly accept that a company may contract to buy 
shares for completion to take place for particular numbers 
of shares included in the sale on different dates without 
contravention of the Companies Acts (see Tax Bulletin 21, 
February 1996).

It is not unusual for the parties to a company purchase of 
own shares transaction either to overlook s 691 completely or to 
fail to address the legal niceties. An example of when things go 
wrong can be seen from the First-tier Tribunal decision in Russell 
Baker (TC2790) in which the tribunal held that the purchase of 
own shares in T Ltd was void. 

Although the judgment in effect left the intended outgoing 
shareholder as still being in possession of the very shares he 
thought he had disposed of (as if they had not been cancelled as 
part of the company own purchase arrangement), it should be 
borne in mind that, in such a situation, HMRC are unlikely to 
accept that that the intended vendor continued as an officer or 
employee of the company.

In practice, HMRC may be willing to agree to an earlier 
but void transaction entered into by a company to purchase its 
own shares being rectified later. However, the disposal date for 
capital gains tax purposes as regards the lawful contract will fall 
after the taxpayer has ceased to be an officer or employee of the 
company. 

Although it is correct to say that the outgoing shareholder 
may have a claim against the company for financial loss as a 
result of giving up his entitlement to remuneration previously 
enjoyed prematurely, any such legal remedy is unlikely to be 
regarded as reinstating him as an office or employee of the 
company in question. n

Kevin Slevin CTA(Fellow) ATT TEP is a tax consultant 
specialising in entrepreneurs’ relief. Kevin is the author of 
Slevin’s Guide to Entrepreneurs’ Relief available from www.
slevinassociates.co.uk.

MARY AND TOM

Mary and Tom jointly own in equal shares 124 High Street 
from which Mary runs a successful village shop as a sole 
trader. Her husband works part-time in the business for 
which he receives the minimum wage.

The property has a large car park and its long-term 
development potential attracted Mary and Tom to invest in 
it ten years ago. In 2015, they receive an offer from a property 
developer and they each anticipate realising a £1m capital 
gain on the disposal of their respective half-shares. The plan 
is to close the shop and either wind up the business or sell 
it as a going concern to a third party who will immediately 
relocate the trading activities to other premises.

As things stand, Mary will pay 10% tax on her gain but 
Tom will pay 28%. Although he is an employee working in 
his wife’s business, he will be unable to meet the conditions 
required under the entrepreneurs’ relief provisions. However, 
Mary will dispose of her sole tradership when she disposes 
of her business interest and will, therefore, qualify for 
entrepreneurs’ relief. She has made no previous eligible gains 
and her total gain is less than £10m.

Consideration should be given to Tom transferring 
his half-share to Mary before she makes a disposal to the 
developer. This must not be a sham disposal. For example, 
there should not be an agreement between the spouses under 
which Mary will make a subsequent cash gift to Tom to 
restore his finances – HMRC may still be able to assess one-
half of the capital gain on Tom on the ground that Mary has 
become a bare trustee as regards the half-share.

It could be argued that, although Mary has acquired 
the legal interest in the entire property, her true beneficial 
interest extends only to the one-half interest held for many 
years. In any event, legal advice should be sought before 
entering into such an arrangement. In particular, if there is 
an outstanding mortgage on the property when Tom gifts 
his interest in it to Mary, stamp duty land tax will need to be 
considered.

Clearly, if the sale to the developer can be structured 
to take place more than a year after any tax planning, the 
simplest route would be for Mary to invite Tom to become a 
partner in the business. But he should take independent legal 
advice first.


